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AMPHIBIANS


BIRDS


de Azevedo CS et al. 2012. Using environmental enrichment to reduce the expression of abnormal behaviours in greater rhea Rhea Americana at Belo Horizonte Zoo.


**FEEDS, FORAGES and METHODOLOGY**


Lavin SR. 2012. Plant phenolics and their potential role in mitigating iron overload disorder in wild animals. Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine, 43(3s): S74-S82


**FISH (aquaria)**


**FOOD SAFETY**

**INVERTEBRATES (terrestrial and aquatic)**


**MAMMALS**


Cregar LC et al. 2012. Copper toxicosis in a Boer goat. Veterinary Clinical Pathology, advance e-alert.


**NUTRITIONAL PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL NUTRITION**


Cregar LC et al. 2012. Copper toxicosis in a Boer goat. Veterinary Clinical Pathology, advance e-alert.


Lavin SR. 2012. Plant phenolics and their potential role in mitigating iron overload disorder in wild animals. Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine, 43(3s): S74-S82.


**REPTILES**


Mendyk RW, Newton AL & Baumer M. 2012. A retrospective study of mortality in **varanid lizards** (Reptilia; Squamata: Varanidae) at the Bronx Zoo: implications for husbandry and reproductive management in zoos. Zoo Biology, advance e-alert.